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HRIZONS® Sponsors SuccessConnect® 2019 in Las Vegas
Minneapolis, MN—09, 2019—HRIZONS, a SAP® SuccessFactors® partner since 2006, today announced the
company is a Silver level sponsor at SAP’s annual SuccessConnect® conference – the premier event for
human resources (HR) professionals, set to take place September 16-18 at the ARIA Resort & Casino in Las
Vegas.
SuccessConnect in Las Vegas will bring together executives and leaders in HR, IT and other lines of business to
explore successful digital HR strategies in the experience economy. Hot topics will include the Human
Revolution and using SAP SuccessFactors solutions to help bring organizations’ purpose to life, put more
meaning into people’s work and create engaged workforces that improve both performance and profit.
At SuccessConnect, HRIZONS will host booth S9 to showcase the following:
1) HRZ® CLOUD APPS, cloud process extension solutions for SAP® SuccessFactors®
2) HRZ® EVOLUTION, Post Go-Live Optimization and Managed Services
3) HRZ® EXECUTION, Implementation Services including Upgrade2Success Capabilities
HRIZONS’s will also share recent HRZ EXECUTION project experiences that have helped businesses that use
SAP ERP Human Capital Management successfully migrate to SAP SuccessFactors (Upgrade2Success).
“HRIZONS knows that achieving integrated Human Capital Management (HCM) in the Cloud with SAP
SuccessFactors is a journey, not an event, said Jim Newman, CEO from HRIZONS. “Cloud technology is
dynamic, agile and maturing faster than ever.”
To support customer growth in the cloud, HRIZONS will also showcase three application extensions:
1. JDMS®
Job Descriptions Made Simple improves job outcomes, job description governance and compliance,
and helps standardize and improve the quality of job content. JDMS is fully integrated with SAP
SuccessFactors and offers a smooth end-user experience designed to address today’s HR needs.
2. PAD™
Performance Accountability Dashboard helps organizations take SAP SuccessFactors Performance &
Goals to the next level by focusing on strategic goal execution and dashboards and performance
accountability. Learn how PAD changes the way businesses measure and track success from their most
valuable resource...their people.

3. OrgInsight™
OrgInsight is an innovative app that provides a new, dynamic and visual way to analyze the workforce
like never before. View hundreds of thousands of employees on screen, manage spans and layers
easily, explore workforce diversity, identify compensation and diversity issues, mitigate risks and take
action to optimize the workforce. OrgInsight integrates with SAP SuccessFactors and can also leverage
HR data from third-party systems.
The future workplace will look very different from today’s, from technology advancements to the changing
nature of jobs, skills and careers. But no matter how much technology helps businesses automate, one thing
will never change: people and their experiences at work make the difference. HR is more important than ever
to lead the Human Revolution and focus on what really matters: the people driving business outcomes.
Because the companies that put people at the heart of their strategies will win.
To register and for more information on SuccessConnect 2019, please visit:
https://events.sap.com/successconnect/en/las-vegas-2019.
About HRIZONS®
As one of the most trusted HCM cloud vendors, HRIZONS® is an HR Cloud Technology company that strives to
help customers leverage HR technology to design, build and adopt Integrated HCM programs by providing
solutions that bridge Strategy, Process, People and Content to achieve competitive advantage through their
talent. With 13 years’ experience helping customers make the digital transformation to HCM cloud, HRIZONS
is trusted to advise, execute, optimize and deliver, not just products and services, but outcomes. HRIZONS
solves businesses’ most difficult HR challenges with HCM cloud, application extensions and integration
solutions to ensure HR technology is fully compatible with enterprise systems. HRIZONS is an HR cloud
technology company, a SAP Silver Partner, and a two-time SAP Pinnacle Award winner for SAP SuccessFactors
and for being a HCM cloud innovator using SAP Cloud Platform.
SAP, SuccessConnect and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos
are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other
countries. All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies.
Please see https://www.sap.com/copyright for additional trademark information and notices.

